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Die-hard Tech Fanatic v Laid-back Consumer



The marketer in us asks… 

How we can use these new technologies 
and trends to communicate better and 

connect with our audiences?



But general tech and digital trends 
hold much more potential than that!



They have the capacity to change 
how we live and interact with each 

other.



So what will he biggest digital trends 
of 2018 be, and how will our lives 

change, accordingly?



 
Power of Video



55% of people watch videos online 

every single day



Estimated that 50% of internet users 
look for videos related to a product or 

service before visiting a store



Watch more to find out 
some tips for creating 
video content: https://
youtu.be/cXu1C6HRobI 

https://youtu.be/cXu1C6HRobI
https://youtu.be/cXu1C6HRobI


 
Voice Search & SEO



Voice search is more conversational 
and uses natural language. The AI 

technology is evolving to understand 
user intent and context based on 

signals like previous search queries, 
past user behaviour & actions. 



+20% of all search is by voice  

(2016)





Watch more to find out 
how to integrate voice 
search with SEO: https://
youtu.be/8rIdoEdDVMQ   

https://youtu.be/8rIdoEdDVMQ
https://youtu.be/8rIdoEdDVMQ
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Mobile Goes More 
Places



More than half of searches are made 
on a mobile





91% of users access Facebook on their 
mobile



80% of Facebook ad revenue is 
generated via mobile



92% of mobile media time is spent 
using apps





 
5G – A New Era



SCALE 

SPEED 

COMPLEXITY



Latency between action and response 
will be 1 millisecond… 

x400 faster than you can even blink!



Driven by the hyper-connectivity 
expected by today’s always-

connected users



5G will be available globally in 2020



5 areas that we can expect to see its 
impact…



1 - SMART HOME



2 – VIRTUAL & AUGMENTED REALITY 

The entertainment industry is changed 
forever.



3 – HEALTHCARE 

Monitoring and managing healthcare via 
5G mobile devices will be a life-changer. 



4 – THE ENVIRONMENT 

Creating healthier, safer and a more 
efficient world.



5 – MOBILE 

5G will allow your mobile device to detect 
what you need, pull it up, run it virtually, and 

close it down when your task is complete.



Watch more about 5G 
preparation here: https://
youtu.be/WhPMKng_OZg 

https://youtu.be/WhPMKng_OZg
https://youtu.be/WhPMKng_OZg


 
UI Overhauls



2018 will be a major year for User 
Interface design.  

We need to rethink how users interact 
with our apps and devices.



WHY? 

Smart speakers & better voice search 
means it’s no longer necessary to look 

at a screen to input data. 



Desktop devices are being used less 
and less as mobile takes over.



NEW types of visuals and more audible 
clues will likely be included in next-

generation UI.



 
Authentic Reviews





97% of consumers read online reviews 
for local businesses in 2017



85% of consumers trust online reviews 
as much as personal recommendations



49% of consumers need at least a 
four-star rating before they choose a 

business



Consumers read an average of 7 
reviews before trusting a business



Watch more about how 
Google are cracking down 
on fake reviews: https://
youtu.be/baILCSpnXBU 

https://youtu.be/baILCSpnXBU
https://youtu.be/baILCSpnXBU
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Personalisation



Personalisation has been used in email 
marketing and retargeting over the 

last few years, but in 2018 consumers 
will begin to expect it along all stages 

of their buying journey.



Deliver a tailored and unique customer 
experience that meets them where 

they are in the buying cycle with 
relevant content and messaging.









 
Artificial Intelligence 
& Chatbots



Chatbots 

Answering queries, giving product 
information, placing bookings, showing 

menus or help purchasers.







Why use chatbots? 

Make smarter decisions, save time, 
provide better customer service and 

personalise content.



Watch more about AI & 
Chatbots here: https://
youtu.be/2hp_69cCdwI 

https://youtu.be/2hp_69cCdwI
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Augmented Reality



Augmented Reality has been around in 
the gaming world for a while but over 
the next few years it will be creeping 
into social media life more and more.



Creative filters, animations and 
interactions with everyday objects or 
products that correlate to your brand 
can all improve customer experiences. 



Watch how IKEA are using 
augmented reality, for more 
than just social: 
https://youtu.be/vDNzTasuYEw 

https://youtu.be/vDNzTasuYEw


Watch more about 
Augmented Reality here: 
https://youtu.be/
AeU82zfwwA8 

https://youtu.be/AeU82zfwwA8
https://youtu.be/AeU82zfwwA8


 
RankBrain
Last year Google announced that their third 
most important ranking factor was RankBrain. 
As Google refines its algorithm, it’s going to 
become even more important in 2018. 



Watch more about 
Google’s RankBrain: 
https://youtu.be/
jIfbqTU8teU 

https://youtu.be/jIfbqTU8teU
https://youtu.be/jIfbqTU8teU


 
Digital 
Centralisation





2018 will bring about Digital 
Centralisation – a hub for managing 

everything from the one place.





Watch more about Digital 
Centralisation here: 
https://youtu.be/
D2V8jP7NcC4 

https://youtu.be/D2V8jP7NcC4
https://youtu.be/D2V8jP7NcC4
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